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he workers at JJ Fast Foods rn North London
re sacked |n 1995 for organlslng agalnst low pay
and atroclous workmg condrtrons The resultmg
four month dlspute IS an example of grassroots
rklng class self-organlsatlon at lts best
It
showed the vltal part that lmmlgrant communltles
can play ln workplace struggles, effectlvely cuttmg
across raclsm and false dlvlslons Thus pamphlet
looks at the problems the JJ workers faced workmg wlthm the current unron structures, pollce and
State harassment the bureaucracy of lndustrlal
tribunals and the partlclpatlon of the organlsed Left
And rt attempts to draw some posrtlve lessons as to
how workers can defend ourselves more effectlvely
ln the future

T
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Preface
When workers take strike action, things start to change. It is a time
when people very quickly start to organise, communicate and think in
a different and more positive way and when solidarity becomes more
than just a slogan. Although perhaps not always the most effective
form of industrial action against your boss, going on strike does
immediately make it much clearer what and who workers are up
against when they make a serious attempt at improving things at
work. In however small ways, you start to feel strength and value
each other in not only fighting an unequal and alienating system but
also seeing and creating a society that workers will eventually run
ourselves. And in contrast, workers see the worst excesses of the
profit-led system that we are struggling against.

The workers at JJ Fast Foods workers were sacked on October 1995
for organising against low pay and atrocious working conditions.
Their activities in the Dispute, and the support for them that was
generated in the local community and beyond is an example of
grassroots working class self-organisation at its best. It showed the
vital part that immigrant communities can play in these struggles,
effectively cutting across the racism and false divisions that are
deliberately and increasingly encouraged and inflamed by Politicians,
Capitalists, the Media and the Far Right.
This pamphlet looks at the problems the JJ workers faced: of working
within the current union structures, of police and State harassment,
the bureaucracy of industrial tribunals and the participation of the
organised leﬁ. lt also attempts to draw some positive lessons as to
how workers can improve things for the better through direct action
and working class organisation.
John McArthur
Member of the JJ Fast Food Workers Support Group 1995-96
.
April 2000
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Picket
And in the last field in Tottenham

where a village once was,
where lottenliam eople long, long ago perhaps
once anced, or sang,
we dance
we sing
Above the factory

where people worked for 16 hours a day

without tea breaks, without a stop for lunch,
without sick pay
no pay for holidays
in freezin conditions, under insults, threats,

or £130 a week we dance

Drumming, piping, singing songs

from a village somewhere in KUI“(|lSldI‘l, or 'lurkey or Cyprus,

music from the l)€'Iﬂﬂlll'3' of time,
and the dance of t e sna e eternal
,
commg and going, beginning and endin , arm on my brothers shoulder,

my brothers’ s oulder,
and my sister s,

for ever and ever
feet finding the rhythm of the universe
lau hter, smiles

rlisen

sciler yenilezmer

Introduction

Background

Shortly after 5.30am on 31st October 1995 in a warehouse on an
industrial estate in Tottenham, North London, forty-five mainly
Kurdish and Turkish workers who had joined a union at JJ Fast Food
Distribution Company were refusing to work. They were protesting at
the victimisation and sacking of their elected shop steward
(workplace union rep) the day before.

There are no reliable figures on exactly how many Turkish speaking
workers there are in North London. An educated guess would be
50,000 plus. The Fast Food and Textile industries are significant
employers of immigrant workers. Some of these businesses are run
by Turkish or Kurdish bosses. However, in regard to the Textile
Industry the firms are dependent on, or competing against powerful
companies such as C&A and Debenhams who’s buying power means
they dictate and control the industry. [1]

The response of their Boss, Mustafa Kamil, flanked by his security
guards, was to separate them from the other workers and force them
out of the warehouse. As they gathered outside, they had to defend
themselves against members of a right-wing Turkish Nationalist
group who attacked them with sticks, bricks, bottles, crowbars and
billiard balls in bags.

Twe_nty_minutes later units from the Metropolitan Police's paramilitary
Territori_a|_ Support Group arrived and attacked them with batons,
hospitalising four workers and injuring many others.
Over the next four months the JJ dispute became possibly the most
important dispute in North/East London in the last years of the 20"“
Century. The 45 workers undertook a solid and disciplined unofficial
strike for over 4 months in the face of police and scab violence,
intimidation and hardship. On top of this, they had to deal with
sabotage by the union they were members of, and the double-edged
involvement of the British, Kurdish and Turkish left wing
organisations.
The Dispute exposed the exploitation of immigrant and low paid
workers through fear and intimidation. It also exposed the failure of
the British Trade Union bureaucracy to give any meaningful support
to such workers. This short pamphlet has been put together in
recognition that struggles such as that waged by the JJ workers need
to be documented and discussed.

Many of the workers have fled persecution and genocide in other
countries. (2) On arrival in Britain, people are forced to take work in
sweatshops or fast food warehouses and outlets, where a 70-hour
week for £100 is normal (1). Significantly, the British State has
continued to intensify its harassment, detention or forced dispersal of
immigrant workers. The main intention is to create racist divisions
and tension between communities in London and beyond and to
make it more difficult for these communities to organise with others
against those who are oppressing them.
Union organisation is virtually non-existence in these industries. The
British TUC affiliated unions have shown little interest in supporting
immigrant workers and no strategy or structure for winning better
conditions where many workers‘ immigration status is problematic.
Occasionally, left wing groups or the odd TGWU (Transport and
General Workers’ Union) full-timer distribute union recruitment
material. But no real workplace organisation exists further than the
level of paper membership and token ‘recognition’. The TGWU and
GMB (General, Municipal and Boilermakers’ Union), both of whom
claim to represent Textile and Fast Food workers, do not have a
Turkish speaking official. Generally these workers have been
isolated from what is left of the ‘British’ labour movement and from
the British working class. The JJ Dispute started to change all of this.

The start of the Dispute
The JJ Fast Food workers were working 60-70 hour weeks for around
£130 a week under intolerable conditions. A working day could last
from 5am to 5pm. There was no proper lunch or tea breaks, even for
loaders who worked in sub zero temperatures. There was no
overtime, holiday or sick pay. Drivers themselves had to pay out for
any counterfeit money they were given, parking fines and damage to
trucks.

ln the face of all this, 45 of a total of 75 workers joined the Transport
and General Workers‘ Union (TGWU)) over the summer of 1995.
These included Turkish, Kurdish, Cypriot and Russian workers but it
was mainly at the initiative of the Kurdish workers, who included
members of communist or socialist organisations and who had been
involved in political and union activity in Turkey and Kurdistan.
The workers elected a union representative [shop steward] at a mass
meeting and put foiward some basic demands, mainly on Health and
Safety issues. The boss, Mustafa Kamil, immediately tried to divide
the workers, and isolate the activists. He sacked the Shop Steward
over the phone.

Halloween Day’s Horror
On the day after, the 31st of October, most of the workers effectively
went on strike. They arrived at the warehouse and stood around.
When the boss asked them to work they refused and said that they
wanted their steward reinstated. At this point Mustafa Kamil asked
the non-union members to move to another side of the warehouse.
He then told the union members to leave.
He appears to have prepared for this in advance as he had with him a
number of security guards, relatives and/or members and supporters
of the extremist group the Nationalist Movement Party (MHP). These
were armed with sticks.
A violent confrontation ensued. The union members - many of whom
had direct experience of fascist and police actions in Turkey and

Kurdistan gave as good as they got despite being unarmed and
unprepared. The union members then gathered outside the gates,
some with serious head injuries. The police were called and on arrival
they attacked the Trade Unionists. One of the union members was
followed and arrested by the police later in the day.

The following day the sacked workers and around 100 supporters
again gathered outside the warehouse. There was an attempt to
block the access road. The police again attempted to break up the
picket. In doing so there were scuffles. Demonstrators were again
injured and four were arrested. The Police were able to keep the
factory open.

Spreading support
During the next few days large pickets by workers and supporters
took place. The workers quickly produced a leaflet in Turkish and
English recording what had happened and detailing their demands.
These were: reinstatement of all unionised workers, all workers to
have contracts, holiday and sick pay, no money to be paid by drivers
out of their own pockets and two shifts to be introduced in the
freezers where they worked at -30 degrees Fahrenheit.
On the following Saturday workers and supporters held a rally outside
the factory. A number of unelected, full-time paid officials from the
Southeast Region of the Transport and General Workers Union
spoke and promised their full support.
The daily "Pickets" were at first heavily controlled by the TGWU
officials with one attending every morning for about a month. From
the start, the officials worked directly with the police in ensuring that
the picket was kept behind barriers and away from the main gate.
The officials usually stood on the police's side of the barriers, outside
of the picket. When workers or supporters occasionally moved nearer
to the factory, the officials intervened and told workers to move back
behind the barriers. The Police supported this by threatening those
moving outside of the barriers with immediate arrest.
Every morning for over two months around 50 workers and
supporters marched 1/2 a mile to the warehousewhere we held a
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lively picket. This often involved Kurdish folk dancing and music,
singing, speeches and chanting.

There were also regular verbal onslaughts towards the scabs.
Speakers took turns on the megaphone to directly appeal to them to
join the strike or to leave. This had some level of success on
occasions. There was a regular turnover of scabs at the factory and
on rare occasions whole groups of them stood and listened to what
was being said. There were sporadic attempts to block the road and
stop vans leaving, but the Territorial Support Group quickly stopped
these.
During this time, the workers were having regular meetings with union
officials, mainly concerning strike/hardship pay. Fearing that JJ’s
boss may attempt to drag the union into court for supporting the JJ
workers, the TGWU officials told the strikers that the pickets were not
to be pickets and that the dispute was not a strike. The TGWU’s
main activity was to immediately start in process applications to an
Industrial Tribunal.

Policing
Remarkably, following the confrontations of the first two days, there
was not one incident at the picket line involving either injury or arrest
during the whole dispute. Nevertheless, the policing over the first few
weeks was completely out of proportion to the "public order" situation.
During this time, the number of police usually outnumbered
demonstrators.
Large numbers of units from the riot-trained Territorial Support Group
were present every day for nearly two weeks. The police set up a
permanent control unit in a car park nearby, with video surveillance
and riot equipment. The place was so saturated that local residents
presumed a new police station had been opened!

This was undoubtedly a reaction to the fact that this was the first
major dispute in the area for over 10 years. It is clear that the
Tottenham police welcomed the opportunity to try their para-military
saturation policing usually reserved for Tottenham‘s black community.

Also, the State -not least M15's Stella Rimmington- have over recent
years stated their intention to increase their "surveillance" of the
Kurdish community, and the Press have attempted to feed the
police's paranoia that every Kurd in London is a Terrorist. (3)
The Police also openly gave the Boss, Mustafa Kamil, police
protection, on occasions ferrying him to and from negotiations,
allowing negotiations to take place in Tottenham police station and
loaning him a bulletproof vest! British supporters were slow to realise
the significance of the States‘ response to the Dispute, mainly evident
in the level and nature of the policing of it.
TGWU officials gave the names of 5 of the strikers’ leaders to the
police in the first week of the Dispute. Shortly after this, the Police
visited workers at the Turkish Cafe they were using for a meeting
place and threatened to come back and arrest the “leaders” if there
was any "trouble". This had an immediate and marked effect on the
confidence of the strike leaders to initiate activities. There were also
incidents of people being stopped around Tottenham and questioned
about their involvement in the Dispute.

In December, as workers and supporters congregated in a car park
before marching to the factoiy for the picket, plain clothes police
offices turned up and questioned workers. Some were asked how
long they had lived in the country and others had their cars searched.
This, of course, fits the usual pattern of "petty" harassment by police
of any strikers. But it also had the added sinister threat to the
workers of race checks and criminalisation of asylum seekers. It was
no coincidence that at this time the Asylum and Immigration Bill (4)
was going through Parliament and deportations were on the increase
(5). For good reason the workers avoided set-piece conflicts with the
Police. There were other, more effective, and safer ways that the
Dispute could be won.

Organising support
JJ delivery vans continued to leave the warehouse, but scabs
appeared slow, demoralised, and unable to operate equipment. The
pickets were on a slightly raised hill, and this enabled workers to see
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directly the problems the unskilled scabs were having in doing their
job. It also made it possible to take photographs of the frozen food
being left outside of the refrigerators. This was useful later in the
Dispute in exposing possible Hazards to public health for anyone
eating any of the products coming from the warehouse. In the third
week, six workers who originally stayed at work joined their mates
outside and also became members of the union.
Supporters who had been involved in disputes like this before such
as at Bacton Fashions in Hackney in 1990 knew that the union
ofﬁcials would quickly sell out the Dispute if the workers did not start
organising activities independently.

On the joint initiative of a group of the Kurdish strikers, members of
the Colin Roach Centre in Hackney (who had long-standing links in
the Kurdish and Turkish community) and Haringey Solidarity Group (a
local independent political organisation) the JJ Fast Food Locked Out
Workers’ Support Group was formed in the second week of the
Dispute.

ON 3lst October forty ﬁve workers at ].]. Fast Food Distribution Ltd in
Tottenham were sacked for joining a union. The sacked workers are members
of the Transport 8| Generalﬂorkers Union.
WORKERS at] Fast Foods
were working 60-70 Iiour weeks for a pittaﬂtei
with no overt-iriie sick or holidag pay. Drivers were i0f¢Ed Ollt °i t lei? °W"
gockets for any parking ﬁnes an any counterfeit money they may be giwaerii.
he workers joined the TGWU and elected a shop steward to press t e r
demands. All the unionised workers were sacked by the boss.
OH 3lst October the sacked workers who gathered in front of the factory
were attacked by hired thugs wielding sticks and knives. Three workers were

The first meeting was held on November 3rd. A practical strategy for
winning the Dispute was agreed jointly by workers and supporters.
The meeting was fully translated, with the first language being
Turkish, the workers first language. From the start, the Group did not
want, or need, the involvement of the TGWU full time officials.
Activities planned were to be boycotts, pickets, street and workplace
collections, organising speakers at union meetings and doing mass
ﬂyposﬁng.

hospitalised.

JENNWS R ta rants and Jenn 's Burger’ are tranchlses
contracted ‘ti: 1?]. Fast Foods. ‘Fhat's why we are asking
customers to boycott these restaurants:

The Support group organised consistent, unconditional support to
workers until the end of the Dispute. It was the only democratic
forum where JJ workers sat down with the mainly British supporters,
discussed issues and organised support. The sense of comradeship
and common purpose within the Support Group enabled people of
diverse political affiliations to work together constructively. To varying
degrees, this involved members of Militant Labour, individual Labour
Party members, the TDKP (Turkish Revolutionary Communist Party),
Day-Mer Kurdish! Turkish Community Centre, Turkishl Kurdish
Anarchist Group 5th May, TKP-ML, TGWU Textile Workers‘ Branch,
Haringey Solidarity Group and the Colin Roach Centre.

Jenny's Burger Restaurant,

206 Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre. SE1

Jenny's Burger Restaurant,

77 Old Oak Coiiiiiioii I aria, W3

Jenny's Burger,
Jenny's Burger,
Jenny's Burgef.

252 West End I aiie, W3
37 Chapel Market, lsliiigtoii NI
30-1 Neasden I aria, Nwltgj E4

Jenny ~ s Res t auran i,
Jenny's Restaurant,
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Jenny's Restaurant,

I19 Wandsworlli High Street, SW18
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The other main JJ outlet was schools in nearby local authorities. A
campaign to get local authorities to boycott JJ products was started.
Members of the Support Group held lobbies of Council meetings.
This succeeded in embarrassing the controlling Labour groups in
Harrow, Enfield and Southwark Councils into eventually stopping their
contracts with JJ's.

The support group publicised widely the health hazards involved,
particularly to school children getting their school meals from JJ's.
Strikers pointed out that the scabs were leaving outside food usually
kept in the refrigerator. Photographs proved this and the Support
group leafleted schools in Enfield telling parents that the continual
defrosting and refrosting may contaminate burgers (as would
handling by scab labour.)
Whilst all this took place the daily pickets continued. Legal support for
workers and supporters at these was organised with the help of
members of the Legal Defence and Monitoring Group based at
Tottenham Unwaged Centre. The members of Haringey Solidarity
Group (HSG) offered the centre at the start of the dispute as an
organising base. It was near to the warehouse and had a phone line.
lt became a meeting place and contact address, for the workers and
supporters. This simple gesture was a recognition of the need for
self-organisation by the workers themselves and it meant the workers
could meet regularly without union officials being present, and decide
on strategy.

Linking with others
"ln this country, unemployment is at a high level.
Racist laws follow one after another. The division
between black and white is constantly fostered and
there is constant violence against foreigners. All these
are political reﬂections of British imperialism. "
Kenan. JJ worker. Dec 1995
‘

On a number of occasions, the JJ workers visited the Hillingdon
strikers‘ picket line, who were on strike against cuts to pay and
conditions at Hillingdon Hospital. These visits were reciprocated.
In early December 1995 a steward from the Liverpool Dockers‘
dispute visited and spoke at the picket line. The workers and
members of the Support Group organised a coach to Liverpool, along
with the T&G Textile Workers Branch, and attended a demonstration
in Liverpool in support of the 500 dockers, who were on strike against
cuts in pay and conditions. A speech from the JJ workers was read
out at the rally. The delegation was warmly received by the Dockers
and their families and supporters. Links between the Liverpool
dockers and Turkish workers in London have been kept up since.
The JJ workers, with their banner, headed the 3,000 strong March
against Race Checks and the Government Asylum Laws held in
Hackney on December 16th. Again, the contingent was a strong and
significant part of the Demonstration. The March was supported by
virtually all of the Turkish and Kurdish left-wing organisations, which
was unusual. It was a sign of the impact that the JJ workers‘ unity
had made in these communities that they were able to head the
march as a group of workers from different communities and political
backgrounds who, despite their differences, were organising together.
A Social, involving a children‘s party, a public meeting, and a music
event was held in December in one of the Kurdish political community
centres in Hackney. This was highly successful, and raised the
morale of many supporters, workers and their families. The day
included a photographic exhibition of the Dispute, a video showing
and a public meeting with speeches by supporters and workers.
Daily pickets continued but were reduced to one a week after the
Industrial Tribunal was started. They were usually quite lively and
helped to maintain regular contact between workers and between
workers and supporters. As it was usually still cold and dark we often
lit ﬁres. Kurdish dancing and folk music usually livened things up and
British and Kurdish resistance songs were shared. Breakfast and
strike meetings at the Tottenham Unwaged Centre often followed
pickets.

The nature of the "pickets" on Saturdays was usually quite different.
Some of these were advertised more widely, and two were officially
called and attended by the TGWU officials who would speak offering
the “full support of the trade union movement". Left-wing paper
sellers, who were not seen during the rest of the week, also turned
up.
In November, to the surprise of the strikers, the TGWU officials
unilaterally announced that the time of the pickets would be changed
to two o‘clock in the afternoon because at 5.00am it was “too dark".
The fact that any JJ vans going into the factory at 2.00pm would be
empty did not seem to bother them. This decision was ignored by
workers and supporters and the morning pickets continued as usual,
with no officials being present for the rest of the dispute.
Negoﬁaﬁons
Meanwhile, the boycott was resulting in bringing the company to its
knees. And this was without any mass picketing or set piece
confrontation with the Police. For many weeks, the scab workforce
had been doing less than 30% of the work before the Dispute. They
were being bribed with over double the wages that the sacked
workers had been receiving. At the end of December, half of the scab
workforce left the factory due to the conditions of work that the boss
had imposed.
These actions were undoubtedly the reason why Mustafa Kamil
approached the TGWU officials asking for negotiations early in
November. On 29th November a meeting was held with TGWU
officials and two workers‘ representatives. The meeting was actually
held at Tottenham Police Station, with the agreement of the T&G
officials.

Kamil appeared terrified. He told officials that he had received death
threats and feared for his life and turned up in a bulletproof vest. At
the meeting, he admitted his business was suffering, and that he was
under pressure. He also admitted that he was unhappy with the work
the scabs were doing, and that he wanted the strike to end.

He made a number of offers, including union recognition (but not job
security) and financial offers which amounted to a few thousand
pounds. These were taken back to the workers. The workers rejected
all of these, and agreed to continue pressurising the Company until
they got all of their demands. The Dispute continued.
Racism resisted

~

In the New Year, the dispute was effectively being won. During the
usually busy period around Xmas the deliveries had been
dramatically reduced. Hardly anything was going out of the depot. A
"For Sale“ sign appeared outside the JJ warehouse and it was
rumoured that Kamil was cutting his losses by closing the factory and
moving it North to Enfield, to set up under another name. This had
been done in 1990 by the Turkish boss at the Hackney Textile factory
Bacton Fashions during a long-running dispute.
Mustafa Kamil met again with ofﬁcials and workers. He made a
number of financial offers, but would not agree to have all of the
workers back. At one point he made a list of all of the workers he
would have back which excluded all of the Kurdish workers! He said
that some of the workers did not have the "right papers" and that
some of them had not even been on the books. This was a blatant
attempt at dividing the Kurdish workers from the others. lt was also
an open use of the states‘ racist practices in harassing workers over
their immigration status, which, as has been commented, was on the
increase at the time.
On another occasion he secretly met with a small number of the
Turkish and Cypriot workers, attempting to bribe them‘ to come back.
T&G officials were involved in arranging these meetings. The workers

refused to make a deal.
The Transport and General Workers Union
The Union official‘s hope of persuading the workers to go back at any
price was being resisted. Workers and supporters were meeting,
organising and picketing without any support from the TGWU
officials. And they were winning. The role of the TGWU was to give
out £35 a week "hardship pay", providing solicitors to process the

applications for the Industrial Tribunal and attending negotiating
meetings at which they desperately tried to stitch up any deal
possible to end the dispute.
The officials of the Transport and General Workers’ Union, had from
the start of the dispute, a main strategy of working through the Courts
and worked to convince the strikers that an Industrial Tribunal would
win concessions from Kamil. Workers reported that the officials had
said the Tribunal would get them all reinstated. Even if it did, this
would still have left the small matter of lousy pay and conditions
unresolved! The fact was that the T&G officials wanted recognition at
any cost even if this meant workers returning under worse conditions
than previously. Their other aim was to protect themselves from
sequestration (seizing of funds by the courts).
The TGWU made token gestures to show that they were "supporting"
the workers such as printing a few leaflets and arranging collections
at some workplaces. Meanwhile at many heated meetings with the
workers they continually tried to get the pickets called off. Even the
Turkish translator commented in a support group meeting that the
officials were "bullying" the workers. Under pressure from the workers
to show their support the officials continually promised that they
would organise a mass demonstration in North London in support of
the strike. Predictably, this never materialised. ln the end, the
support group and the workers organised a demonstration
independently of them.
The response of the officials was to attempt to openly sabotage the
demonstration. In their first and only recognition of the Support
Group, they sent a hostile letter saying that the Demonstration had
not being agreed by the TGWU and was therefore unofficial. They
also contacted the Police telling them this. These actions put the
workers directly at risk.
The police, hostile at the best of times, were basically being given the
OK by the TGWU to ban, or prevent the demonstration on the
grounds that it was "not official". This threat was taken very seriously,
but the strikers and the Support group were determined to exercise
their right to demonstrate and went ahead with its organisation. Legal
observers, stewards and speakers were arranged. In the event, the

TGWU backed down and agreed to support it when JJ stewards
challenged them over the issue. The demonstration and rally went
ahead successfully.

Winning the war
"What we have shown is that it is possible to ﬁght

together in these communities and win! Already, we
have gained important victories. Forty workers who
had no previous trade union experience, who hardly
speak any English, have been able to resist and fight
back for eight weeks without going back to work. The
implications of . this dispute cannot be overestimated.
Despite our lack of experience, and all of the problems,
we have managed to beat the boss who wouldn't even
treat us as human beings at the beginning."
Ali Yildrim, JJ worker. Dec 1995
By the New Year, the 45 workers were conducting a well-organised
and effective all-out indefinite unofficial strike that was bringing the
Company to its knees. And they were winning. JJ‘s was going bust.
If, at this point, the workers had gone in and negotiated on their own,
with their own demands (which they had drawn up from the start
anyway) they stood a good chance of winning concessions from
Kamil, and all being reinstated under better pay and conditions. There
would have been no need to look towards the Industrial Tribunal.
This was not to happen. By the New Year, a date for the Industrial
Tribunal was set. The union lost no time in diverting the workers away
from the struggle. They held many meetings with workers over this,
and continually sowed the illusions that the Tribunal would get them
what they wanted. Also some workers were beginning to take other
jobs, and the workers had stopped meeting independently. All
meetings now took place at the posh offices of the T&G with the
Tribunal being the sole item on the Agenda. From here things went
downhill. Crucial time had been lost. By February, the scabs were

learning the job, and the workers were simply waiting for the Tribunal.
The workers were drawn away from collective activities and this
undermined the economic struggle of direct action pickets and
boycotts against the Company. Consequently, the Support group also
lost its direction. Unable to work with the majority of strikers, the
activities of the support group were reduced and the boycott
campaign toned down. Mustafa Kamil had ridden the storm.
The first hearing of the Tribunal was on January 13"‘ 1996 was
adjourned for 3 weeks later when a two-week session was held.
During this time extensive evidence was given. A catalogue of
injustices and anti-union practices were revealed. The workers giving
evidence were visibly relieved that their grievances were finally being
heard in an arena that they had been persuaded to trust. After two
weeks the Tribunal ruled that the workers had been sacked for union
membership and ordered them to return to work on 26th February.
The company, meanwhile, were expected to re-instate them and
agree to discussions on outstanding grievances.
{iii

The return to work
Around 35 workers returned on this date only to be told by Mustafa
Kamil that, in spite of the ruling in the workers’ favour, there was to be
no union recognition, and that he could make them work from 5am till
midnight if he wanted. lf they didn't accept this, they could stuff their
jobs. There was an argument and all of the workers walked out again.
The workers went back to the union and the District Official referred
the issue back to the Tribunal. The Tribunal recommended bringing
in ACAS, who directed Kamil to either reinstate the workers or face
further court proceedings. At the same time, they directed workers to
sign work contracts based on their conditions of work at the time that
they were sacked. This was a devastating blow.
The union officials from the TGWU had not prepared the workers for
this. They had told the workers to return, but had said nothing about it

being on the same terms and conditions or in some cases worse
ones. There was now only a vague assurance that once they were
back at work the TGWU would negotiate better pay‘ and conditions for

them.
However, the boss at JJ‘s was fully aware of the implications of the
Industrial Tribunal‘s decision and got his solicitor to draft contracts
incorporating the worst practices previously operated at the firm. He
had no trouble doing this because they had been so well documented
by the workers at the Tribunal. This amounted to no overtime pay,
any holiday pay, drivers paid only for driving time, and not the time
spent loading and unloading; and divisive pay differentials. This last
point was later used to victimise some of the workers most active in
the dispute by transferring them on to much less pay than they had
been on previously.
1

The workers were completely disillusioned with what the officials had
done, and how the court had manipulated them. For the first time in
two months, and the last time in the Dispute, they again met
independently at the Tottenham Unwaged Centre. As at the
beginning of the dispute there was frank and open discussion about
what to do but with the agreement that by the end of the meeting they
would thrash out a collective decision that all would respect. Some of
the workers said that they would refuse to go back under such
conditions, and should stick out. Other workers wanted to go back.
After all of the divisions of the past few weeks, of being stabbed in the
back by the union officials, and ordered about against their will by the
court, they agreed a number of demands that they would put to Kamil
the next morning.
These conditions under which they would go back included formal
recognition of union stewards, holiday pay, overtime pay, and
minimum Health and Safety regulations. The next morning when the
workers met with the TGWU District Official he flatly told them they
could not put these demands and that they had to accept the new
contract which the union could not challenge in any way. The parts of
the contract relating to a degree of union recognition and grievance
and disciplinary procedure came within the ACAS code of practice,
statutory sick pay is a legal requirement; and these provisions were in
the contract because the Tribunal had ruled they should be. Nothing
else could be added.

The subsequent ACAS decisions had only elaborated detail on the
union recognition issue i.e. Kamil had to accept that the union had the
right to represent the workers and negotiate on their behalf, and that
the workers could elect shop stewards. But the question of formal
recognition of the union was to be the subject of future discussion.
The forum for this discussion would be the meeting of a joint working
party consisting of workers‘ shop stewards, the T&G official, and the
employer, who would meet weekly for the first 8 weeks after the
return to work.
Disillusioned by betrayal, only twelve out of the original 42 sacked JJ
workers returned to work on 18 March. Four of the workers went in at
the same time and told Kamil where he could stick his jobs. None of
the workers were happy with this. They were forced to return under
conditions, which were even worse than before. It was those
intolerable, degrading conditions and low pay, which were the reason
for the Dispute in the first place. They joined the union for one
purpose, to enable them to fight to improve their pay and conditions
at work.
Keeping within the law

_

Throughout the dispute the "revolutionary" left continually told the
workers that they had to get the T&G to make their dispute official in
order to win. This did a lot of damage in sowing false illusions and
wasting the workers‘ time and energy (not to mention eardrumsl).
From the start, it was perfectly clear that the TGWU never had any
intention of making the Dispute official. The anti-union laws made it
possible for a union to be taken to court for organising unofficial
action. Technically unofficial action involves all strikes where
recognition is an issue because there is no legal basis for a dispute
between a group of workers and an employer where the latter has not
recognised the workers‘ trade union. If the union officials were seen
to be condoning the action with a ballot, they would risk having their
funds sequestrated. The corporate, financial interests of the union
were therefore put before those of the workers and the Union
remained powerless. That was why, for the TGWU officials, the JJ
Dispute was always bizarrely referred to as just a ‘protest’. They
religiously followed not just the letter but the spirit of the anti-trade
union laws.

The Role of the organised Left
This next section looks at how organised left groups approached the
Dispute. It must be pointed out that the criticisms here are levelled at
the organisations people were in.
The JJ workers, uniting despite their political affiliations, resulted in a
unity of action of supporters and workers -which spanned Turkish
communists to British anarchists. This happened successfully for a
time as people used their heads, forgot the agendas of their various
parties, and simply got stuck in and did the practical solidarity work
that nobody could ignore.
But there were exceptions to this. This was when Left groups were
sufficiently organised to put their own partys aims before those of the
workers. In my own experience, the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
was a glaring example of this approach. I will look at how this
happened in practice, and then briefly look at the role of the Turkish
and Kurdish left in the dispute, which has mainly been highlighted by
workers since the dispute finished.
It might seem a bit negative, and it is, but if we are to learn any
lessons from disputes like this it is vital that the authoritarian,
damaging and anti-working class actions of groups such as the SWP
are exposed and that people are aware of their role, so that we can
work round them effectively in the future. It is also important because
many (including some of the SWP‘s own members) are still under the
illusion that the organisation was actively and positively involved in
the JJ dispute.
The SWP‘s role was to prove an embarrassing and damaging cockup, revealing the Organisation as one of unashamed sectarianism.
They were the first British group on the scene at the first picket. SWP
members were among those arrested at the picket on the second
day. Following this, the party's activities then centred on organising
collections within mainly white-collar, UNISON and NUT branches for
the workers. This was done entirely separately from any other group,
including that of the Support Group whose activities they boycotted.

This resulted in a number of organisational problems for strike
support. Collections were often undertaken as part of an SWP paper
sale. This caused many problems for the support group. For
instance, when activists in the Colin Roach Centre, Hackney, visited
workplaces with JJ workers, they found that the SWP had been round
to do a collection (paper sale) before them, and had alienated the
workers. This happened during the second week of the dispute at
Hackney Bus Garage, where the SWP‘s visit resulted in a blanket
ban on all visits by outside trade unionists. Despite these problems,
the SWP flatly refused to collaborate with anyone else in supporting
the Dispute.
The SWP‘s response to the setting up of the Support Group is worth
recording in some detail. From an early stage, it was clear that the
SWP Central Committee had seen this dispute as a priority. The
Strategy, as has been commented, was to do collections as part of
paper sales or at white collar union meetings, attend a picket once a
week, and make it look as if they were the main group supporting the
Dispute.
A conscious decision was made by JJ workers and members of
Haringey Solidarity Group and the Colin Roach Centre to exclude the
SWP from the first meeting of the Support group. It was rightly
predicted that the SWP would initially attempt to dominate the
Support Group so at this stage they were not invited. At the end of
the ﬁrst demonstration on the first Saturday, a meeting was called for
that afternoon.
As it happened, two members did attend the meeting, finding out
about it by chance a few hours before and they took a practical role in
the meeting, agreeing to join the activities. One of these was later told
by SWP full-timers to keep away from the dispute. A lively, practical
meeting was held in Turkish and translated into English, outlining a
strategy for winning the Dispute based on direct action and a boycott
of the Company.
When they found out about this meeting, the SWP leadership
panicked and seem to have told their entire Tottenham membership
(and beyond) to turn up and flood the next meeting of the Support
Group. They got the date wrong and turned up at a flyposting session

section on this.

instead.‘ As soon as they realised, they disappeared outside and held
an emergency caucus lasting half an hour to decide whether to help
put up "Support the JJ Fast Food Workers" posters. The leadership
eventually persuaded them to leave and go collecting/paper selling at
the 5th November Fire works display at Alexander Palace. No
explanation for this sudden departure was ever given. Just one SWP
member returned to help with the flyposting.
The next Support Group meeting was flooded by the SWP, who
manipulated one of their members into chairing. The first half of the
meeting was given over to SWP members reading out long lists of
collections done at their paper sales. These actually included items
such as ‘Wood Green Tube: £2 collected" . They then prioritised
telling the JJ workers to "push the T&G officials to act" and to call
mass pickets. The Meeting was conducted in English, with no
translation, leaving the majority of people actually on strike excluded
as the British left argued over the role of the T&G bureaucracy. I
remember one striker whose wife had received death threats from
scabs the day before, and needed to discuss this at the meeting,
sleeping through most of it as like all the strikers he was exhausted
from the week‘s activities. It was a minor miracle that anything
practical came out of the meeting.

The SWP continued in a similar vein for the next few weeks,
members reading out lists of their Paper sale collections and making
speeches about the need to "Push the union leadership to act“. The
urgency of the task in hand meant, however, that they did not remain
unopposed as members of the Support Group continued to organise
support for the JJ workers amongst a range of working class
organisations including local trade unions. After a few weeks the
SWP dropped the pretence of being involved in the Dispute at all.

Theyhad been unable to control or recruit from the Support Group or
the strikers themselves and withdrew without any explanation leading
to confusion amongst some SWP members. Some of those who
would have liked to remain involved told Support Group members
they had been ordered away from the Dispute.
Obviously, it is more difficult for me to take a critical look at the
Turkish and Kurdish left, but JJ workers have asked that I include a

The JJ workers were members of many different political parties,
some were even in the MHP, a Turkish ultra-nationalist group. From
the start, therefore, this unique dispute was enabling workers with
diverse political affiliations to fight together. It's ironic that at one point
Mustafa Kamil actually approached the MHP for help. They replied
that their only involvement in the dispute was that two of their
members were on strike, and they wanted it to stay that way! [of
course, as referred to earlier some members of the MHP were
involved on the attack on the strikers on October 31$‘ - there is no
knowledge if they were expelled for doing so]

Collectively, the JJ workers actively resisted bringing party politics
into the dispute. But this in no way meant that legitimate political
issues were ignored. On the contrary, strike meetings were informed
with political discussion about tactics, the role of the union etc, etc.
Also, it can be clearly seen, specifically by the JJ workers
involvement in the anti-race checks demonstration of December 11"‘
and the Liverpool dockers‘ dispute, that the JJ workers immediately
started generalising their own struggle to other areas of working class
resistance. And they also rightly educated many people on the issue
of Kurdish independence, and how this fitted in with their socialist
perspective of oppression and exploitation of workers everywhere.
The Turkish and Kurdish left continually tried to intervene in the
Dispute. The workers always resisted this. The main organised
Turkish/Kurdish left group was Day-Mer (controlled by members of
the TDKP, the Revolutionary Turkish Communist Party, which has
now dissolved into the new Emek Partisi, the Turkish Workers Party.)
Day--Mer members were able to attend the daily pickets and Support
Group activities and worked closely with the JJ workers on a daily
basis. They were instrumental in arranging for the first delegation up
to Liverpool. Much of this was practical solidarity work that was
faultless.

Yet it must be said that ultimately it was a problem that just one
group was seen as central to the Dispute. This ultimately alienated
some of the JJ workers. As with British left politics, because one

group was seen to be dominating, others gave léss active support.
Also, as with any political party, the party line came first. Although
giving practical support on the ground, the view of Day-Mer‘s
leadership was that the workers had to work within the T&G
structures to "push the union leaders to act - " This was actuall Y similar
to the position of the SWP, although what they did in practice was
different.
l
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Also, because of their involvement in the TGWU Textile Workers‘
Branch, Day-Mer worked within the confines of the TGWU and
ultimately (despite organising some important wildcat strikes in textile
factories shortly after the JJ dispute) they did not wish to work outside
the TGWU structure. Their approach, again like most of the British
left, is to challenge and take over the union leadership within the
structure. Independent direct action was therefore a means to an end.
Other groups also wanted to intervene, but the workers, rightly or
wrongly, rejected their demands. Supporters of the Kurdistan
Workers Party, the largest Kurdish left grouping in London wanted to
come down en-masse. This would have involved Kurdish
independence slogans and banners. There would undoubtedly have
been an impressive show of support, but the JJ workers asked them
not to, feeling it would alienate some of the strikers. It could be
argued that if the Kurdish issues were discussed openly and frankly
at the start then this would not have been a problem.

Likewise, the MLKP offered to set up a permanent picket tent at the
Depot entrance. This seemingly practical and positive idea was not
taken up, because the workers were very clear that they did not want
the party political strings that were attatched.

Continuing links
Support group meetings continued weekly until a few weeks after the
13 workers returned to work in April. Towards the end, these
meetings became dominated by supporters.
However well
intentioned, it was British supporters who were writing propaganda

and reports and initiating ideas (although, in theory, the JJ workers
who were still attending had the final veto of every decision)
This was true of the initiative in March 1996. Workers and suppoiters
called a joint Open Meeting to discuss the lessons we had learnt from
working together in the Dispute, to record these for publication and
circulation to other workers, and to agree how we could work together
in the future. The discussions were to include, the economics of the
fast food industry, the role of the police in the dispute, the role of the
union bureaucracy, the specific problems faced by immigrant
workers, and continuing the links by building a network of Rank and
File activists and workers in struggle.
We agreed to set up a permanent Strike Support Group to support
workers in North London who are in struggle. Unfortunately this failed
to materialise due to political disagreements within the Support
Group. These centred on whether to support TGWU "initiatives" to
unionise Turkish workers. There were wide differences of opinion
over this.

The future: Which direction?
The differences of opinion over which direction to go in once the
dispute had ended were significant. The crux was whether people
had faith in working within TUC unions. This last section is an attempt
to make some sense of these disagreements and to draw some
conclusions.
The JJ Dispute highlighted the limits with current TUC-style union
"organisation" in this country. The most important thing is that the
Dispute took place at all. In many such workplaces around North
London there is no trade union activity and even where the TGWU
have formal "recognition" agreements with the employers, shop-floor
organisation remains virtually non-existent.
Where union activity does take place it is usually confined to
occasional casework on disciplinaries, grievances and , token "pay
negotiations". Union full time officials dominate any decision-making.
It is common for workers to see full-timers or even shop stewards as

being in the pockets of management. JJ‘s was different. Against the
wishes, or forecast, of the full-timers, the JJ workers started fighting
for themselves, refusing to be sold out.
It is clear that it was impossible to win the Dispute within the structure
of the Transport and General Workers Union, or any other TUC
affiliated union. Alarmed by a group of workers fighting for
themselves, the TGWU officials worked within and with the State to
pacify, defuse and eventually sabotage the Dispute. The TGWU
officials ultimately succeeded in restricting the workers selforganisation.
lt would be simplistic to blame the problems in the dispute on the
TGWU "not doing enough" or being "too bureaucratic". The problems
are much deeper than this. The British Trade Union movement does
not put the interests of workers above those of employers. The role of
the unions is to moderate the demands of workers so that bosses can
still make a profit without serious disruption. Workers are expected to
keep their heads down, not asking for too much, and capitalism can
continue to run smoothly.
_
Many of the left parties colluded in this by arguing for the workers to
put their trust in the union bureaucracy. At JJ‘s the SWP, the largest
left party in the country, and their paper gave the British TGWU fulltimer as the contact for the dispute and ignored the existence of an
independent support group, office, telephone and meeting place.
In contrast, when they met independently of the union officials and
looked to their own ideas and organisation the workers recognised
that it was direct action, which would achieve the results, they
wanted. JJ Fast Foods had to be brought to a halt, whether that
meant legal or illegal means. This was almost achieved within just
two months. The JJ workers were clear that if they did not get their
jobs back then the business had to be forced to close down
completely. Suggested tactics ranged from economic pressure to
literally torching the place. It was argued by workers that at least this
would send out the message that bosses could not get away with
sacking union members. Meanwhile, the left talked of getting Bill
Morris, the T&G leader, to come down to the picket line and getting
the strike made official.

The role of anarchists in the Dispute
There was considerable input from local anarchists in the JJ strike,
which deserves a mention. Anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists
involved consistently encouraged, supported and argued for the
workers to take full control of the dispute themselves from the start,
and not rely on the TGWU. This was done in many practical ways,
which encouraged self-organisation. The setting up of the Support
Group was initiated by anarchists, together with members of the Colin
Roach Centre. An anarchist-controlled shop-front building was given
over to the workers for use a strike centre within days of the dispute
starting.

Haringey Solidarity Group, an anarchist-led community organisation,
provided hundreds of pounds for the workers and the Support Group
to produce their own bulletins and, leaflets and posters about the

dispute. Anarchists consistently argued against relying on, or even
having anything to do with, the Industrial Tribunal. This was not
through any purist "don't use the courts" approach, but through the
direct practical experience that tribunals do not serve in the interest of
workers, even in clear cases of discrimination, as the JJ sackings
were.
It was anarchists who arranged legal support for the workers, both on
immigration issues, and legal monitoring of pickets and
demonstrations. The Turkish/Kurdish Anarchist 5th May Group
translated every newsletter into Turkish. This was important in getting
information out that came directly from the workers themselves as the
rare TGWU literature that was circulated gave only the "official"
account of the dispute and the workers demands.
A lot of the work of anarchists went unnoticed. It is both a strength
and a weakness that anarchists were undertaking much of the
practical work, but failing to put a strong enough case for breaking
with the courts and the TGWU, and for complete independent
organisation. There was also a lack of concrete examples of current

independent working class organisation at the time, and no clear
analysis of what this actually meant.

Conclusion
The above Story of the Dispute (in case you hadn‘t noticed) is not
without my own subjective observations. There are clear criticisms of
tactics, strategies and aims that materialised during the Dispute.
Many of the points could also relate to other similar "lock-out”
disputes that have been taking place in Britain at the end of the
nineties, notably the Hillingdon Hospital cleaners, Liverpool Dockers
and the Magnet Kitchen workers in Darlington, County Durham.
There is no reason to believe that there will not be similar disputes.
The Government’s “fairness at work” legislation appears to be
strengthening the power and control of union officials, making it more
difficult for workers to organise independently. Workers will remain
isolated and alienated from “their” union if they take any real form of
industrial action.
The problem is; how do we prepare to win in the future? It is clear
that meaningful union structures need to be established which are
controlled directly by workers based on direct action and which are
strong enough to survive. The nature of such union organisation is
beyond the scope of this pamphlet. So l’lI try and be brief, positive
and practical with the conclusions.

The workers were well organised, and met once a day at the
beginning of the Dispute to decide on actions, which enabled them to
keep things together against the odds. But, as l‘ve tried to show, the
forces against them were too powerful. I do not mean the boss or the
police, but the workers’ Trade Union, the Transport and General
Workers Union. The actions of the full-time officials’ eventually took
the life out of the Dispute and turned it into a sterile argument in a
Tribunal. This eventually demoralised and defeated the workers. lt
did the job of the Boss for him.
The frustrating thing is that unlike many similar disputes the JJ
workers were actually close to winning outright at one point. The fact
was that the JJ workers were not up against an employer who had
limitless resources such as, for instance, the multinational Pall Mall
Company who sacked the Hillingdon hospital cleaners at around the
same time.
The JJ workers could see visibly that within weeks of starting their
action they had not only severely dented their boss’s reputation, they
had also reduced his Company’s profits, forcing him to look
desperately to seek a negotiated settlement. The Union officials were
not willing to hammer home the workers advantage and force a
settlement on their terms. By allowing the officials to negotiate on
their behalf the JJ workers allowed control of the dispute to be taken
out of their hands at a crucial time. They gave control of their dispute
the union ofﬁcials. This was a mistake.
What the TGWU offered was an illusion: a mass membership that
could offer the resources and the solidarity to bring about a victory by
a group of workers against their employer.

As has been shown, the workers were generally set out to involve all

the strikers in activities and decision-making from day one. Many of
the strikers and their families had been involved in political struggle
for most of their lives. Most were not at all surprised or freaked by
the aggressive policing, the threats and bribes from the boss or from
the sudden arrival at the beginning of the dispute of the 57 varieties
of Marxist Party. Despite their own political allegiances they
recognised that party political issues must be kept out of the Dispute.
This did not mean taking the politics out of the dispute; this was all
too evident in the striker‘s tactics and attitudes during the dispute.

As regards the practical resources, it should be possible for local
groups of workers to get together and organise these. After all what
are they? A photocopier, phone and Computer at an Office plus
access to independent legal advice which would not be used
politically to damage the collective nature of any Dispute. This might
seem like |’m simplifying things in terms of resources. But l’m trying
to de-mystify the monopoly that TUC unions seem to hold over socalled workplace organisation. The bread and butter things they

actually offer are reasonably straightfonivard for us to organise
ourselves. Are these things really so valuable, that we pay the price
of their political interference and sabotage of any dispute that we try
and run ourselves?

If this pamphlet has done anything, I hope it has illustrated just one of
the thousands of examples showing that worker's strength lies in the
workplace not in the full-time officials‘ union office. But it is not
enough to simply "encourage" workers‘ organisation within the TUCafﬁliated unions. The TUC is and always has been a tool to keep
workers’ quiet, and to make sure that the profit-system isn't rocked
too much. We need to build up our own organisations that are
controlled and run by workers, outside of the control of the TUC
unions or the state, or the system - Revolutionary Unionism. But
that's another story. (6)
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tlver three thousand Kurdish refugees, ﬂeeing from
persecution by the Turkish government, have arrived
in London since 2 May 1989. They have been subjected
to inhuman treatment by the British Government. Some
refugees have been interviewed on airplanes and sent
immediately back to Turkey. Others have been harassed

rind intimidated and even beaten by British racist police
iifld immigration ofﬁcers. The government has provided
virtually no assistance to the community organisations,
churches and local authorities who are trying to help
the refugees.
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The attitude of the government, unprecedented in recent
history, is to ride roughshod over agreed international
conventions on refugees. This is in harmony with
governmet’s racist immigration controls. The treatment
meted out to the refugees is part and parcel of the rising

racism in the United Kingdom, the growth in fascist
activities, and the increased institutionalised racism
through deportations and ﬁshing raids and general
attacks on black communities in this country.
In June the British government introduced visa
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The British governmenfs treatment of the Kurdish
refugees is a vivid demonstration of its complete support
for the repressive regimes of Iraq and Turkey, where

Kurdish people face genocidal repression, chemical

warfare and denial of their national rights and identity.
In addition both governments are forceably resettling
millions of Kurds.
20 million Kurds live in their ancient homeland,
Kurdistan, which has been divided since World War
I between Iran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey. They have been
ﬁghting for self-determination ever since.
Amnesty International estimates that since military rule
was established in 1980 in Turkey, about 250,000 people
have been tortured, many of them Kurds. The Medical
Foundation in London has stated that 88% of the
recently arrived Kurdish refugees, that were examined,
were victims of torture and beatings.

STOP DEPORTATIONS
We appeal to the labour and trade union movement, to the
black community, to students, churches, organisations and
unemployed people to oppose the continued detention of
refugees,to oppose all deportations and to demand the
Kurdish refugees’ right to stay in Britain and to defend the
rights of all refugees in U.K.

SUPPORT THE DEMONSTRATION
What you can do: pass resolutions in support of the refugees;
invite speakers to your meetings; send donations; organise
public./street meetings; book a coach for the demonstration;
write to the Home Ofﬁce and your MP and protest against
the Governments treatment of the refugees.

For more information contact the Kurdish
Refugees Support Group, at 489 Kingsland
Rd., London E8, Tel: 249 6930

Meeting of the Kurdish Refugees Support Group are held at the above address every Wednesday, 7p.m
l
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Haringey Solidarity Group
was formed by people in the successful anti-poll tax campaign. We
are a collection‘ of individuals from
different backgrounds with different
experiences. Basically, we believe
in the need to get rid of capitalism
—a global economic system that
puts proﬁts before human need and
the environment.

We believe the only effective way to
do this is to take matters into our
own hands and get organised. This

involves taking action ourselves in
our communities and workplaces,
and not relying on politicians and
other self-appointed ‘leaders’ to
do things for us. By supporting
each other and involving everyone in decision-making and practical activities, we can build up the
skills and conﬁdence to run things

ourselves. We seek to encourage
and support practical solidarity
between groups and individuals in
struggle, and to build strong permanent networks

Also just out is ‘Fighting to Win’,
edited by Mark'Metcalf. This re-examines a
number of strikes to aid workers considering
or forced to take such action and uses
materials from the Building Worker Group
to assist all workers seeking to organise at
work. £1.50
I The arguments which raged over
whether ‘Could Steve Hedley have kept
his job?’ [with GTRM] have been reproduced in booklet form and are available
by post for £1.50.
Larry O’Hara is to update the ANL
pamphlet which sold over 3,000 copies
when it was ﬁrst published in 1995. The
History of Hackney Community Defence
Association between 1988 and 1993 is also
being written up. The group successfully
defended hundreds of people against Stoke
Newington Police and in doing so threw
[inter] national attention on police crime and
corruption. Booklets on Wapping 86-87 and
“Racism in Sport’ are planned.
A number of badges are being
minted. There’s one of James Connolly
already out and a. one featuring Mickey
Fenn, east end stevedore/docker, working
class hero and committed anti-fascist is
being designed. Others will follow.
RPM will also be using some of its
resources, limited as they may be, to hold
discussion meetings and conferences.
ll“ you would like to help ﬁnancially, either
by taking out a standing order or getting
copies to sell then please make contact. In
additions, comments, ideas or suggestions
on any aspects of the ongoing work would
be welcome.

BCM Box 3328
London WCIN 3XX

07967 886257

r@v0per1nin@1ahoo.ee.u1<
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The project has funded a web-site
on Labour Link’s with Big Business. You
can see an enormous amount of dirt, sorry
investigative information on Blair’s cronies
—- pardon, don’t you mean defenders of the
working class!

For the workers, against the
See:bosses, bureaucrats and left-wing
http://www.red-star-research.org.uk
posers
Out in .lune is an updated version of
This pamphlet has been published by
Revolutions Per Minute [RPM] RPM is a ‘Rank and File or Bureaucracy - a short
radical publishing project dedicated to one history of the Building Worker Group‘
cause, namely, the emancipation of the This is written by Brian Higgins.
To quote from AK distribution‘s
working class. This will require a
Revolution and with it the replacement of a catalo cue on the original printed four years
system of a proﬁt with one based on ago - jinspiring account of self-organisatiog
among building workers which outlines the
people’s needs.
It is doubtful, to put it mildly, that opposition the Building Worker Group hail,
more than a handful ‘of people are to face ﬁom the bosses, their own Uniog
comrriitted to similar aims and even amongst gnd a left obsessed with voting jg
those there is great confusion as how such progessive union officials and Labour
radical changes can be brought about.
Govermnents. If you read anything oq
Meanwhile, defeats that workers] workers’ strug_gles read this.‘ I Enough said.
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mistakes.
This clear attempt to intimidate Brian and
RPM will attempt to play a part in the Building Worker Group was resisted and
remedying these situations. As such RPM
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available to produce pamphlets and other which must run to many, many thousands.
materials to aid discussion and debate. In Out in lune, £2 a copy.
time it should also be able to help fund
struggles and help those who have suffered
from taking part in them. RPM is funded by
standing orders from its supporters,
subscriptions, donations and sales.
If you have a piece of work which you feel
may be of interest to a wider audience then
please contact RPM at the box number, by
phone or e-mail.

